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It must be something in that New England water.  How else is it
reasonable to explain the cluster of  influential voices that
emanate from New Hampshire? University of  New Hampshire

professors Don Graves, Don Murray, and Tom Newkirk have each
made significant contributions to our thinking about writing
instruction and developing student literacies.  List the names of
teachers they influenced who have gone on to create meaningful
work in their own right—Nanci Atwell (In the Middle), Penny Kittle
(Write beside Them), Linda Reif  (Adolescent Literacy and Seeking
Diversity), and Maja Wilson (Rethinking Rubrics) are a few the better
known—and the breadth of  their  impact comes into even sharper
focus.

The influences of  this august trio began for me in 1984, during

the Hawai`i Writing Project Summer Institute. We read Writing:
Teachers and Children at Work (Heinemann, 1983), Don Graves’s
careful study of  the writing elementary students produced when
writing in a workshop setting. Opening the unassuming paperback,
I never dreamed that those pages would transform what I
understood about writing and writing instruction. And I never
could have imagined that the book would cause thousands of
elementary teachers nationwide to completely rethink the writing
students are capable of  doing as early as six and seven years old,
and then dramatically change their writing instruction accordingly.
Because of  Graves, they (and I) began to learn to teach writing as a
craft—“a process of  shaping material toward an end” (6), and we
learned to trust the intellectual capacities of  all students—even

those just learning to form letters—to chose their own
topics and to make decisions about the direction they
want a piece of  writing to take. These were enormous
conceptual changes for most—if  not all—of  us.
Certainly they were huge changes for me.

Later that summer I discovered Don Murray’s
Learning by Teaching (Boynton/Cook, 1982).  Murray’s
simple advice to “teach writing as a process, not a
product” (14) made instant sense.  I found his
suggestions for teaching writing to echo much of  what
I had learned from Graves, even though Graves had
been working with elementary students and Murray
was teaching at the university. Again I was reminded to
respect my students and their abilities to make good
choices and good decisions.  And I was reminded that
good writing takes time; we cannot rush the processes
of  drafting and revision that produce meaningful work.

Indeed, as a Pulitzer Prize winning writer himself,
Murray understood that the real work of  writing is in
the revision. He is still remembered by many for saying
that writers need to “lower their standards until they
can start” (advice I regularly share with students who
are having difficulty beginning). Once writers have
their initial words on the page, the serious work of
writing can begin. Murray also knew that motivating
students to rework a piece of  writing through multiple
drafts is often difficult. How are we to accomplish this
motivation? “First,” he advised, “by shutting up”
because “when you are talking [the student] isn’t
writing. And you don’t learn a process by talking about
it, but by doing it” (16). The student and the student’s
writing were, for Murray, the center of  all writing
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courses. Guilt-stricken, I realized as I read, that they were not yet
the center of  mine!

Although I had already begun to imbed many Writing Project
principles and practices into my instruction, Graves and Murray
inspired me to return to my classroom that September ready to
introduce students to the often messy processes of  writing
workshop.  If  second graders could learn to write this way, I
reasoned, so could juniors and seniors! And so they did! Once I
worked out some logistical and management kinks (I was “learning
by teaching”), and once students discovered the intrinsic
satisfactions of  topic choice, and writing for the authentic
audiences provided by publication, their writing growth was
stunning. They shared drafts and talked about their writing as
writers, not as students simply interested in their grades. I wrote
with them. They read my drafts and made suggestions. They wrote
lots—much more than they had in the past and with fewer
complaints. No longer functioning as the only reader of  their work,
I read and assessed selected pieces that the student authors deemed
“ready” for publication.

This is not to say that the cultural transformation from the
traditional writing class model of  assign-and-collect to one built
around principles espoused by Graves and Murray was a
comfortable one.  Some students were uneasy with their increased
responsibilities. One earnest young man wanted explicit direction,
not choices. Confronting me one day as I crossed the room to
confer with the next group, he wailed, “Just tell me what you want
me to do…and I’ll DO it!” Although my response—“All I want is
your best work”—made him visibly deflate, I noticed several of  his
classmates who had been listening to our brief  exchange smile
knowingly, and return to their writing.

Change posed challenges for me as well. A workshop model
fitted seamlessly into my writing classes, but how was I to teach the
academic writing required in my American Lit, British Lit, and
Advanced Placement courses? Even before I met Don Murray, I
was persuaded by his insistence on making writing a regular habit.
Appropriating Seneca’s “Nulla dies sine linea” (Never a day without
a line) as his personal mantra, Don was never without his
commonplace book, ready to capture his thoughts where they
found him. Murray’s model gave me permission—even while
teaching a rigorous college prep curriculum—to embed regular
blocks of  extended writing time into our schedule. At first I was
just trying to help students develop fluency—to get words on the
page in a non-threatening way. Often I asked them to use writing to
make their thinking about a pending discussion question concrete.
Soon I learned to help students use these quick writes as resources
for paper topics.  The key lesson from Murray was that writing
generates more writing and that only during writing is the writer
available to receive the surprises—the unexpected thoughts, the
fresh connections—writing generates.

Don Graves also provided me with a productive way to think

about my work with college-bound students. In A Researcher Learns
to Write (Heinemann, 1984) Graves raises the issue of  “teacher
welfare” and suggests that such instruction is ultimately
handicapping, as it teaches learned helplessness and denies students
opportunities to develop independent agency. (Today, we label
promoting student agency as “gradual release of  responsibility.”)
To this day, when I plan lessons and syllabi, the reminder to “Get
them off  teacher welfare” underpins my instructional choices.
Whenever I find myself  thinking more about my teaching than
about student learning, I ask myself, “Who will be doing most of
the intellectual work in this class?” If  the answer is anything other
than “the students,” I know I need to revise my plans.

Because of  Graves and Murray, I relied on the ideas of
rehearsal and choice as I worked to make students independent
writers. In order to become comfortable with the academic writing
required for success on the AP exam, my students spent the
beginning of  the year rehearsing with sample AP prompts that
targeted the literature we were studying. They compared their
efforts with scored student models or received feedback from
classmates or me. They learned to read like writers, asking
themselves about a mentor text, “What works here? What might I
learn about writing from this text?” As in a genuine rehearsal, these
practice sessions were ungraded as students built expertise toward
the final performance—the Advanced Placement exam itself.

Because of  Graves and Murray, I stopped assigning topics for
student essays and instead taught several lessons on how to go
from a broad subject (e.g. Hamlet) to a narrower, self-selected topic
(the isolation of  Ophelia, the function of  the graveyard scene, or
the importance of  Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, for example).
The end-of-unit assignment became, “Write a paper on something
in the text (whatever we had just finished reading and discussing in
class) on a topic that we did NOT talk about in class.” Not only
was all evidence of  “teacher welfare” absent in the assignment, but
often I was stunned by a critical approach that I would not have
considered myself—as in a brilliant paper titled “The Role of
Women in Waiting for Godot” which forced me reconsider the
roles  Estragon assumes during the play.

And because of  Graves and Murray, I was primed in 1986
when Tom Newkirk arrived in Honolulu for a sabbatical at the
University of  Hawai`i Mānoa. In his course—my first graduate
course—I discovered myself  as a student—and a scholar. I also
learned to think of  myself  as a potential author.  The classroom
research project we were assigned asked us to document the
implementation of  a pedagogy of  our choosing, and its effects on
student performance. This action research project formalized
Murray’s “learning by teaching” model, while providing me with
protocols to look at student work and student learning to see if  my
practice was as productive as I hoped. 

At the time I was experimenting with infusing composition
pedagogies (choice, rehearsal, writing to think) into my literature
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instruction, and much of  my work centered on having students
write their way into understanding the complex canonical texts we
were reading. In a late afternoon office conference, Tom and I
discussed my investigations, and how I might shape a research
project to assess the efficacy of  these efforts. Tom leaned back in
his office chair and said, almost off-handedly, “You know, you
could write a book about using writing to teach literature.” 

“Really?”  I wondered as I drove home. “Would teachers want
to read about the things I do in my classroom?” 

Good teachers offer students a vision of  their own possibilities.
That’s what Tom gave me that afternoon, scaling up my vision of
myself  as a professional, so that when I entered graduate school
the following September ready, finally, to earn my Master’s degree, I
did so knowing that my thesis would be a draft of  the book Tom
believed I could write. Opening Texts: Using Writing to Teach Literature
(Andrasick) was published by Heinemann in 1990.

Newkirk’s influence on my thinking and my teaching didn’t stop
when he returned to New Hampshire. Following his intellectual
journeys through his publications has enriched my professional
growth for more than twenty years. His 1989 monograph for ERIC
and NCTE Critical Thinking and Writing: Reclaiming the Essay provided
effective ammunition to use in discussions with those claiming that
the five paragraph essay provided valuable “scaffolding” for
student writing. Instead, Tom (influenced by Michel de Montaigne)
describes the essay as “something different, something better,
something looser, more personal, more playful” (4). The essayist
doesn’t set out to “prove a thesis.” He or she “plays…looking at
ideas from different directions, shaking them, pushing them until
they fall over, pulling on them to look at their roots” (4). Instead,
forcing students to display the complexities of  their thinking within
a tightly prescribed format is a perfect example of  keeping them
beholden to teacher welfare. What rich writing might we receive
from students if  our instruction encouraged the intellectual
playfulness Newkirk describes here?  

A number of  Newkirk’s later publications have been equally
influential.The Performance of  Self  in Student Writing (1997), Holding on
to Good Ideas in a Time of  Bad Ones: Six Literacy Principles Worth
Fighting For 2009), and, most recently The Art of  Slow Reading: Six
Time-Honored Practices for Engagement (2011) have all pushed me to
rethink once settled beliefs, and, I like to think, helped me grow
intellectually and professionally. 

What have I learned from these men? First, how to be a teacher
and how to live a teacher’s life. Engage with students. Mentor. Be
kind in my efforts to help students grow as readers and writers. Be
generous in sharing lessons learned with my professional
communities. Be resistant to the often shrill voices that clamor for
pedagogical sameness, scripting, and intellectual narrowing. Realize
that I am teaching human beings first and subject matter second.

Second, trust in my authorial voice and the power of  narrative
in professional writing. When I first read Don Murray’s essay,

“Write Research to Be Read” in 1983, I was years away from
writing anything that might even vaguely be considered as research.
However, as I pursued advanced degrees, and was asked to produce
research-based academic pieces (including my dissertation!), I
realized that I often relied on anecdotes to exemplify key points.
My New Hampshire mentors had, by example, provided me with
access to a fresh kind of  professional writing that diminished the
traditional distance between the academic worlds of  school and
university, teacher and professor. No longer were university
professors telling classroom teachers what to do and how to do it,
but they were inviting teachers into their own university and
research classrooms to observe the messy worlds of  writing
instruction first-hand in ways that made their learning accessible
and informative to others.

It is quite remarkable that three individuals who lived and
worked in the small town of  Durham, New Hampshire could have
such an abiding and productive influence on writing instruction
and student literacies over nearly thirty years. Proximity and
friendship must have had empowering effects on their thinking and
creativity. But still, just to be safe, if  you are ever in a restaurant in
New Hampshire and are offered a glass of  water, accept it readily.
Quench your thirst and enrich your professional life. As my story
demonstrates, even small sips can be wonderfully sustaining.
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